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“He that has eyes to see and ears to
hear may convince himself that no

mortal can keep a secret. If his lips are
silent, he chatters with his fingertips;

betrayal oozes out of him at every pore.”

— Sigmund Freud

MY name is Carolin and I’m
a yang-aholic.
Not exactly what a girl

wants to hear, since it
basically means that the masculine,
or yang, side of my personality is
driving the bus.
This dynamic and forward-moving

male energy is apparently what al-
lows me to “thrust” myself into the
world. My yang is expressive and
expansive and it drives my work, my
need for independence and my hun-
ger for new experiences.
But it’s also causing me to keep my

true self hidden and has a lot to do
with my lack of routine and structure.
So says Annette Poizner, a Toronto

psychotherapist — whom I’ve actually
never met.

“You’ve got lots of nerve endings, everything
is interesting to you. But within that is a yin
deficiency,” she tells me over the phone from
her North York office.
“The feminine is destabilized by all this

movement, all the driving that’s going on. So
it’s been hard to figure out how to be a balanced
person. You need to work on the structures in
your life.”
It’s all true. And to think I’d been stressing

about my lousy penmanship…
See, Poizner, 47, isn’t your typical therapist.

In addition to holding a masters degree in so-
cial work and a doctorate of education (special-
izing in counselling psychology), she’s also a
certified graphologist, or handwriting analyst.
Graphology, while still widely used in Europe

and in Israel — where Poizner trained — for
everything from personnel selection to crim-

inal profiling, has largely been dismissed as
pseudoscience in North America.
Its failure to attract the attention of the main-

stream clinical community is likely related
to how graphology has been stripped of its
academic mantle and relegated to party-game
status, says Poizner, who was once asked to
entertain customers at Holt Renfrew during an
in-store promotion of the upscale retailer’s new
line of stationery. She politely declined.
“I’ve gotten that call again and again,” she

says. “That’s what the level of consciousness is
out there right now about graphology.
“But you can actually horrify someone who

thought it was just a light, fun little thing and
there you are talking about their deepest, dark-
est secrets.”
A person’s handwriting, Poizner explains,

reflects his or her preferred rhythm, style and

habitual manner of moving. A graphologist,
by examining all elements of handwriting —
everything from pressure, slant and spacing to
loops, tails and swirls — and interpreting them
separately and together, can generate a thumb-
nail sketch of the writer’s character, emotional
disposition and social style.
“It’s a profound, meaningful and valuable

therapeutic tool that absolutely merits inclusion
in the clinician’s toolbox,” says Poizner.
But there’s only so much information that

even a trained eye can glean from a signature.
Which is why Poizner also had me send her
a one-page, detailed account of my day, two
drawings of trees and my 10 earliest memories.
“Talents, strengths, weaknesses — believe it

or not, they are all embedded in our words and
doodles,” she wrote in her introductory email.
Graphology is a form of projective per-

sonality assessment — a method that allows
therapists to learn about a client’s patterns of
thinking, feeling and behaving. By analyzing
the structure and content of the writing and
drawing samples, Poizner can see the meta-
phorical map that the person created early in
life to make sense of the world.
Any disruptive symptom may be a problem,

but it is never the problem, she says. Rather,
symptoms are the unconscious mind’s attempt
to solve another problem, one that is hidden
from view but is being managed in seemingly
unproductive ways. In fact, Poizner calls those
10 early memories “postcards from the uncon-
scious.”
While projective personality assessment lies

at the heart of her private practice, Poizner’s
work is also inspired and informed by Jewish
mysticism (Kabbalah) and Traditional Chinese
Medicine.

Signature style
A writer who uses different forms of the❚

personal pronoun “I” instead of being consist-
ent may be reflecting a lack of a well-defined
identity.
Exaggerated capital letters at the begin-❚

ning of words indicates an overemphasis on
“first impressions” and, more specifically, a
tendency to be highly image conscious.
A signature that is a “highly impressionistic,”❚

but illegible scribble shows a reluctance to be
known by others in a personal sense and can
indicate someone who hides under a persona
or otherwise throws up a smokescreen to keep
others distant.

The handwriting of people who are musically❚
inclined often contains letters that
resemble musical notes.
Excessive ornamentation❚

reveals a need to impress.
Too much narrow-❚

ness betrays
tension
and a
tendency
to repress
feelings. Too much
expansion — large
and loopy letters
— may denote a need
for attention and potential
problems with self-disci-
pline.
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❯MIXOLOGY ⁄ GREEN TEA LONG ISLAND

❯UNCORKED ⁄ By BenMacPhee Sigurdson MYSTERY INGREDIENTMMMMMMMMMMMM?

Dragon
tongue
beans

What is it?
A juicy, eye-catching cousin of green and wax
beans, but wider and flatter. Both the pods and
the beans are edible. The beans can be steamed,
boiled, or blanched like green beans. The pods can
also be pickled.

Looks like:
A flat snap bean, between five and eight inches
long, with a creamy white background mottled
with rich purple streaks and spots. The colour
will start to vanish when the beans are heated.
Overcooked ones will have no purple streaks at all.
Try to undercook the beans to retain some purple
colour.

Tastes like:
Green beans, but with a mild spicy flavour. The
young pods are exceptionally tender and juicy.

Used in:
Dragon tongue beans can be picked and used fresh
like a snap bean or allowed to mature into a shell
bean. They’re best raw or steamed, and also make
a great side dish. Try pickling them with spices or
tossing some in a bean salad or stir fry.

Found at:
Organic Planet Worker Co-op, 877 Westminster
Ave.

1 oz. Zen Green Tea Liquor
2 oz. green tea iced tea
Juice of half a lime
Cola

Mix first three ingredients in
shaker and pour into a highball
glass filled with crushed ice. Top
with cola and garnish with lime.

Both traditions, she says, share a belief that everything
in the universe, including the personality, is governed by
opposing, but complementary energies — yin and yang,
female and male, light and dark — and that striking a
balance between these two primordial forces is the key to
wholeness and health.
And while her therapeutic framework has spiritual ele-

ments, Poizner — who uses a brief therapy model — main-
tains that changing unhealthy patterns is a “mechanical”
issue. “In my humble opinion, traditional talk therapy
does not produce structural change,” she says, adding that
people often come to her with years of talk therapy under
their belt, yet their symptoms remain unchanged.
Instead of spending hours excavating background infor-

mation, a therapist can use graphology, Poizner says, to
target the core issue from the outset and “hit the ground
running.”
Turns out my hasty, but mostly legible hybrid of print-

ing and writing — actually called printscript — is a sign
of literary skill and strong intuition and is common among
writers. Extra space between words (one character width
is ideal) indicates a desire to be insulated and to keep
ordered space between the self and others. Never mind
that I always start a new line in a different place, or that I
constantly vary the way I write the personal pronoun “I.”
“You reinvent every day in its own image,” Poizner tells

me.
That might bode well for a feature writer with no

specific beat. For a yang-aholic, not so much.
Annette Poizner has written two books (as yet unpub-

lished) that she hopes will help give handwriting analysis
its due. They are Clinical Graphology: An Interpretive
Manual for Mental Health Professionals and Reading the
Soul: Handwriting Analysis and the Tree of Life.
For more information about her work and how you

can mine the wisdom from your own words and doodles,
check the web at www.annettepoizner.com or phone
416-280-6442.

carolin.vesely@freepress.mb.ca

Three
zones of

handwriting

HANDWRITINGCONTINUED

American
presidents

THESE signatures
emphasize the
upper zone and

show a less-
developed middle
zone — indicating

less interest in
social interaction,

particularly
one-on-one. This

writing style
characterizes an
individual with
executive skills. Ernest Hemingway

SOME writers effectively slash out their own signature — and
therefore negate the self — in the course of crossing “Ts”
or making loops. The ultimate expression of self-negation is
suicide, committed by the writer above.

Exaggerated emphasis
on one particular zone
(often accompanied by
neglect of another zone)
betrays the writer’s
preferred realm of life as
it is experienced through
the senses.

Upper:❚ intellect, crea-
tivity, conceptual ideas
Middle:❚ emotional and

social
Lower:❚ practicality,

sensuality

Tiger Woods and Jack Nicklaus
THE well-developed lower zones in the signatures of these
two golfing legends indicate sportsmen whose athletic abil-
ities are informed by a strong sensuality, which accounts for
their precision in the game of golf. Both have letters that are
carefully articulated, denoting an orientation to detail, also
necessary to master the discipline of their sport.
Both men also show a pronounced upper zone, which

indicates executive ability.
Note the ‘g’ in Tiger. “You see this luscious lower zone,”

says Poizner. “This guy is really sensually alive.”

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Grover Cleveland

Dwight D. Eisenhower

John F. Kennedy

IT’S awards season, so critics have been
putting together lists of the best in their
respective fields, etc. So while I’m a little

late to the ball, I thought I’d mix it up a bit and
combine my “2009 notables” list with a gen-
eral “notables of the (not-quite-done) decade”
— best not to call them the “best,” as some
of them are far from that. Wines listed are
available at Liquor Marts and beyond unless
otherwise noted.

Best trend of the decade:
Screwcaps
This has been a huge game changer — at least
some producers in every wine-producing
country have adopted the screwcap closures.
Proponents like that they seem to reduce the
incidences of spoiled wine and are quite easy
to open. Detractors argue that despite what
many think, they’re not more environmentally
friendly (more production is involved than with
corks), as well as the fact that the romance of
popping the cork on a bottle is lost. There’s a
time and a place for a cork, but there’s room for
the screwcap too.
Runner-up: Wine blogs

Worst trend of the decade:
The anti-Merlotmovement
It didn’t come along until halfway through the
decade, but this movement, spearheaded by the
breakout 2004 movie Sideways, brought sales
of this once-popular grape variety to its knees.
Like all trends, the backlash against Merlot is
dissipating, but for years a great number of
fabulous wines were shunned simply because
of the grape in the bottle. Here’s hoping there
aren’t any more grape-bashing flicks coming
down the pipe (although I might get behind an
anti-White Zinfandel movement).
Runner-up: Critters on wine labels

Wine personality of the year:
Gary Vaynerchuk
(www.winelibrarytv.com)
In 2009 Gary moved way beyond his online
video wine blog, producing the first of his
multi-book, million-dollar deal with Harper-
Studio. Crush It: Why Now is the Time to Cash
In on Your Passion is more business-related
than wine-focused, but tells his riveting story
of working in his Belarusian father’s discount
liquor store in New Jersey, not even of age to
drink, when he realized people collected wine
like he did baseball cards. Among numerous
TV appearances and book signings, he found
time to produce his own wine and a kid, too.
Runners-up: Robert Parker, Tyler Colman

(a.k.a. Dr. Vino — www.drvino.com — who has
a similar poll on his website)

Here’s a quick snapshot of some of my fa-
vourite wines I tried this year.

BEST BUBBLIES
Hillebrand Trius NV Brut (Ontario — $22.49):
Tastes like an entry-level French Champagne
at half the price.
Edoardo Miroglio 2006 Brut Rosé (Bulgaria

— $22.45): An under-the-radar pink gem that,
like the Trius, could pass for a French Cham-
pagne if tasted blind.
Concha Y Toro 2007 Casillero del Diablo Brut

Reserva (Limari Valley, Chile — $16.95): The
Casillero del Diablo line brings great value
overall, and the bubbly is no exception: racy,
balanced and extremely drinkable.

NOTABLEWHITES
Tantalus 2008 Riesling (Okanagan Valley, B.C.
— $30.21): Great complexity, very vibrant, and
on par with some of the world’s best Riesling.
Kim Crawford 2008 Sauvignon Blanc (Marl-

borough, New Zealand — $21.99): Textbook
New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc: lemon-lime,
grassy, clean, a bit steely and absolutely mouth-
watering.
Hahn 2007 “SLH” Pinot Gris (Santa Lucia

Highlands, Calif. — The Winehouse, around
$34): A luscious and elegant white, the Hahn
demonstrates what can be done when Pinot
Gris is taken seriously.

NOTABLE REDS
Peter Lehmann 2001 Stonewell Shiraz (Barossa
Valley, Australia — $81.49): I tasted 20 vintages
of the Stonewell in October. The current vin-
tage in Manitoba is elegant, extremely smooth
and complex.
Tolaini 2005 Picconero (Tuscany, Italy —

Banville and Jones, $140): Sampled at Wine
Stage Manitoba, thankfully not too early —
this profound super-Tuscan would have made
everything after taste average or worse.
Errazuriz 2006 Kai Carmenère (Aconcagua

Valley, Chile — $74.99): The best Carmenère re-

tains the lightest hint of green while delivering
deep black fruit and chocolate notes. The Kai
does so masterfully.

BEST VALUE: RED
Montalto Nero 2008 D’Avola-Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon (Sicilia, Italy — $9.71): My overall pick for
value of the year, the Montalto is my current
“house wine.”

BEST VALUE:WHITE
Pierre Sparr 2006 “Extrem” Riesling (Alsace,
France — $16.67): A great example of the dry
Alsatian style of Riesling — extremely chalky
and refreshing.

NOTABLE BEERS
Estrella Damm (Spain — $2.16/500ml): My new
favourite beer.
Half Pints St. James Pale Ale (Manitoba —

$9.24 for 6x3341ml): My new favourite beer.
OK, it’s a tie.

❚ ❚ ❚

Winewebsite of the year:
Cellartracker
(www.cellartracker.com)
Simply the best place for wine lovers to share
reviews, info and more. It’s ugly as sin (and its
app for mobile phones is even uglier) but over-
all it’s by far the most functional aggregator of
wine reviews and information online.

uncorked@mts.net
www.twitter.com/thegrapenut

Memorablemouthfuls
Popa cork, orunscrewacap, and raise aglass
to2009’snotablewines
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